LEGAL,
ACCOUNTING &
SECURITY AUDIT
SERVICES
China Cityguard Security Services Group & Konosko Group

China Cityguard Security Group was established in Shanghai,
China in 2005 having security-related services as its main core
business. As a fully licensed private security entity, the group's
service divisions include armed escort, company security
engineering design and implementation with a China wide coverage
servicing a large base of prominent high end business clientele.

MANY SERVICES, ONE GROUP

Konosko Group, supplemented by a number of high-proﬁle

professionals, has operated in China since 1996, growing rapidly
and developing services that today make it an invaluable point of
reference. Konosko today distributes its activities into three distinct
sectors: Law, Accounting and Investment Consulting & Services.
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WHY TOGETHER?
Recently China has deﬁned the legal framework for the usage,
share and protection of the information. After the coming in
force of the Cybersecurity Law and the Data Security Law, it
has been recently introduced a speciﬁc regulation concerning
the protection of personal data: Personal Information Data
Protection Law.
It is clear that, in the future, any company that would like to
stay in the market and stably develop, has to face more and
more often, new dangers and challenges worldwide.
For those reasons it needs to be assisted by a consultancy
entity able to provide a variegate range of services that help the
Company itself to face in an appropriate and safe way the
future dangers and challenges.
Konosko and CCG have started a strategic cooperation in order
to provide those services needed by any company to face in a
safe way the future dangers and challenges.
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LEGAL & ACCOUNTING SERVICES
01 - Accounting and Auditing
02 - Tax and VAT services
03 - International taxation
04 - Personnel management
05 - Company Law
06 - Litigation
07 - Commercial contracts
08 - Intellectual property

SECURITY AUDIT SERVICES

OUR
SERVICES

09 - Security Operations & Systems Audit
10 - Cyber Security Data & System Audit
11 - Fire & Safety Systems Audit

IT SERVICES
12 - ERP and Relevant Application implementation
13 - Software development
14 - Cloud Service Renting
15 - System Integration
16 - IT Auditing
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KONOSKO ACCOUNTING FIRM

ACCOUNTING &
AUDITING SERVICES

KA’s close ties with the other entities of the GROUP, allow us to respond
proactively and promptly to the requests of our clientele. We do this by adopting a
synergistic approach to a wide range of accounting and tax issues.
The team of accountants at Konosko Accounting Firm offer accounting and tax
advice to small and medium-sized businesses, both in China and abroad.
Our clients, usually foreign-owned businesses and taxpayers, rely on Konosko
professionals for ongoing consultation and management - which takes place as
often as is needed. Speciﬁcally, our team focuses on optimising our clients’
business by providing advice on their accounting and taxation. The ﬁrm also deals
with staff positioning.

SERVICES
►Supervision of accounting
►Annual and monthly VAT and Corporate Taxes declarations
►Corporate Tax/accounting issues Assistance
►Bookkeeping
►Preparing the ﬁnancial reports in Chinese and English
►Personnel taxes / welfare declaration assistance
►Bank operation assistance
►Issuance of invoices assistance
►International Taxation assistance
►Internal audit/inspection
►Due Diligence (accounting)
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TAX & VAT SERVICES &
INTERNATIONAL TAXATION

KONOSKO ACCOUNTING FIRM
The professionals at KAF offer long term tax advice by deal with the formalities of tax
registration (including procedures for starting new business, as well as suspending and
closing it) and the procedures for obtainment of tax refunds. We draft and submit to
competent Chinese authorities the tax returns for the enterprises and support our clients
during tax audits
As regards the management of VAT, our professionals handle the opening and registering for
VAT, ; they also support the companies with preparation and supervision of VAT returns,
issuance of VAT invoices and during audits and inspections by the local authorities.
Konosko Accounting Firm advises clients on international tax issues relating both to
individuals to companies, as well as for residents and non-residents.
KAF analyzes ﬁscal issues relating to local and international management matters.
These activities include counselling, drafting opinions, and the management of all aspects
related to possible cases (including VAT, business tax, corporate income tax and individual
income tax) as well as the predisposition of tax due diligence.
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KONOSKO LAW FIRM
Today, the ﬁrm is in pride of place among the main stakeholders in the international
arena, thanks mainly to a gold standard of professionalism forged over 20 years of
experience in the legal sector working at both a corporate and commercial level.
With a dovetailed approach to legal support that combines creativity and
pragmatism, our lawyers provide the highest level of quality in planning and
implementing a business project in Italy and China, all tailored to the speciﬁc needs
of our clients.

LEGAL SERVICES

SERVICES
Konosko professionals offer a wide range of legal services to companies,
individuals, institutions and associations, in and outside of court, in the following
areas:

►Drafting of International and National Chinese Contracts
►Assistance in complying with Labor Law and Labor Litigation
►Corporate Legal Assistance
►Litigation/arbitration for commercial issues
►Protection of Intellectual Properties
►Registration of Trademarks
►M&A operation assistance
►Due Diligence (legal)
►Setting up of companies (both foreign investment company and
domestic company) and representative ofﬁces
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COMMERCIAL CONTRACTS &
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

The Konosko professionals support clients in the drafting, negotiation and
conclusion of a wide variety of national and international agreements.
►Securities trading, supply, administration
►Commercial, agency, distribution
►Real estate sale, lease
►Licensing of trademarks, patents and other industrial property rights
►Transfer of technology and know-how
Konosko Law Firm assists its clients in the acquisition, protection and
exploitation of rights to intangible brand assets such as
►”Domain” names
►Trademarks
►Logos, patents
►Drawings
►Models
►Know-how
►Trade secrets
►Unfair competition
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CHINA CITYGUARD SECURITY
SERVICES GROUP

SECURITY
AUDIT SERVICES

Since its inception, China Cityguard Group has committed to "Serving
Communities to Beneﬁt People's Livelihood", and being guided by a mission to "Be
the World's Leading Security Service Provider", a vision as "Ideal, Loyal,
Professional & Efﬁcient" and an enterprise fortitude in "Technology Innovation,
Management and Business Model", combining with the development resources,
capital funding and more than 10 years of industrious endeavor in establishing
itself as China's leading security service provider.
China Cityguard reinforces its commitment to Ping An China also presently
cooperates actively with the government on many comprehensive security
projects. As the status of China's "One Belt, One Road" initiative on the
international stage progresses, China Cityguard Security Service Group will
ultimately be contributing its part on the world stage.

SERVICES
►Security Operations & Systems Audit
►Cyber Security Data & System Audit
►Fire & Safety Systems Audit
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COMPONENTS OF
PHYSICAL SECURITY CONTROLS

DETERRENCE

DELAY

Physical measures to keep people out/away
from the facility. Deterrent security
components can be physical barriers, such
as a wall, door, or turnstyle. Technology like
access control systems & video security
cameras deter unauthorized persons trying
to access your facility.

There are certain security systems that are
designed to slow intruders down as they attempt
to enter a facility or building. Access control,
requiring a key card, Face Recognition or mobile
credential, is one method of delay. Smart physical
security strategies have multiple ways to delay
intruders, which makes it easier to mitigate a
breach before too much damage is caused.

DETECTION

RESPONSE

Just because you have deterrents in place,
doesn’t mean you’re fully protected.
Detection components of your physical
security system help identify a potential
security event or intruder. Sensors, alarms,
and automatic notiﬁcations are all examples
of physical security detection.

These are the components that are in place
once a breach or intrusion occurs. Examples
of physical security response include
communication systems, building
lockdowns, and contacting emergency
services or ﬁrst responders.
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COMPONENTS OF
CYBER SECURITY CONTROLS
SOURCE OF
CYBER ATTACKS
1. Most common cyber-attack: Crypto weaknesses (39.7%), Cross-site scripting (12%) and related to
System patches (8%).
2. 74% of organizations unaware of the number of digital keys and certiﬁcates they have - exposing
vulnerabilities to threats from shadow IT certiﬁcates.
3. Number of security incidents involving insiders increased by 47% since 2018.
4. 70% of ofﬁce workers admit to using their work devices for personal tasks.
5. 69% are using personal laptops or printers for work activities.
6. Almost 1/3 (30%) of remote workers allowed others to use their work device.

MOST COMMON TYPES OF
CYBER ATTACKS TODAY
• Malware
• Ransomware
• Phishing
• DDoS and IoT
• Cryptocurrency

Protect your Business &
Yourself from
►Data Loss
►Cyber Attacks & Cyber Crime
►3rd Party Risks
►Financial Loss
►Legal Risks with Regulatory Compliancy
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SHANGHAI COMPASS COMPUTER
SERVICES GROUP

IT
SERVICES

Shanghai Compass Computer Co., Ltd. (COMPASS) is committed to provide
enterprise application solution of ERP, MES, EAM, PDM，DMS，CRM, SCM, FIS, BI
and CMD software and consulting services.
COMPASS was founded in 1999 and had got considerable expansion within the
past years. Professional teams of COMPASS, including technical consultants,
business consultants, project managers, etc., have excellent working experiences
and educational background, so that they can provide appropriate customized
solutions for their customers mainly in manufacturing and distribution industries.
COMPASS has accumulated a wealth of experience in management, technology
development, and many successful cases. In the meanwhile, partner teams of
COMPASS are expanding steadily, including some world-renowned software
providers, such as INFOR, SAP and ORACLE. All of them have excellent reputation
both in the technology and the business. Meanwhile, COMPASS is familiar with the
needs of the Chinese localization and can provide localization implementation and
customized development for domestic Chinese and Foreign companies.
As a senior system implementation partner of ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning)
and EAM (Enterprise Assets Management), COMPASS has years of experience in
ERP ﬁeld. As a consulting partner of INFOR, SAP, and ORACLE etc, COMPASS
cooperates successfully with well-known international companies and customers.
COMPASS has become one of the biggest partners of INFOR with capacity of
implementation and customized development. COMPASS also cooperates with
many hardware providers in system integration and enterprise IT service
outsourcing, such as HP, IBM, DELL and LEVONO, etc.
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IT SERVICES
►ERP and Relevant Application implementation
►Software development
►Cloud Service Renting
►System Integration
►IT Auditing
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CONTACTS
Konosko Group
Ofﬁce 3107-3109 Summit Centre
N.1088 Yan’an Xi Road
200052, Shanghai - China
Tel. +86 21 6211 4313
Email: info@konoskogroup.com
www.konoskogroup.com

China Cityguard Security Services Group
Level 6, Building #2, China Cityguard Plaza,
Hongqiao Sincere Center, No.683, Shenhong Road
Shanghai - China
Tel. +86 21 68406888
Email: info@chinacyguard.com.cn
www.chinacityguard.com.cn

